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Abstract
This is a cross-linguistic, cross-cultural study investigating the components of oral advice
in Egyptian Arabic and American English as L1. Two data collection instruments were
employed: A role play task, and observation of naturally occurring data. Analysis of the
data obtained in the study revealed that very similar components were used by both groups
when performing the speech act of giving advice in their mother tongues. The most frequently
employed components by both group included giving an informative followed by a directive
and a justification. Though both subject groups were similar in using some components,
differences did exist in the order and frequency of each component as well as in the way
these components phrased.
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1. Introduction
Advice giving means recommending a course of action that the speaker believes to be in the hearer’s best interest. It
might cover acts which have been referred to in the literature as ‘suggestions’ or ‘recommendation’ on condition that
they advocate a course of action for the benefit of the addressee (Searle, 1969; Tsui, 1994). Despite the fact that most
speech acts have been identified as problematic for learners of all levels, Fujimori and Houck (2004) revealed that the
speech act of advice-giving in particular is often misused by none-native speakers (NNSs) because learners of English
as a Foreign Language (EFL) usually experience two types of problems when giving advice: (a) use of advice in
situations in which advice is considered inappropriate; and (b) use of inappropriate linguistic forms to express advice.
Consequently, transferring first language (L1) pragmatic rules into second language (L2) when giving advice should be
avoided because it may result in inappropriate speech acts.

Responding to a piece of advice is not an easy task either. Unfortunately speech act responses have been given very
little attention in the literature. Tsui (1994) states that there are three major subclasses of responding acts: positive
responding in which the addressee agrees with the addresser and is realized by compliance; negative responding in
which the addressee refuses the act initiated by the addresser; and temporization in which the addressee postpones the
decision making. Of these three types refusals constitute a major challenge to both the speaker and the hearer alike
because they are highly face threatening acts and sometimes require a long sequence of negotiation. Consequently, in
case of reluctance to accept the advice, direct refusals are not usually employed; instead, the hearer may resort to
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hedged disagreement expressed in such forms as “Yes, but ..” or “I wouldn’t say that exactly” to avoid direct refusal and
minimize the risk involved in performing an act which can be severely threatening to the advisor (Wardhaugh, 1985).

In order to avoid misunderstandings that may happen due to cultural differences, Boxer (1996) states that before we
teach rules of speaking to language learners, we need to “tap into the tacit knowledge of native speakers of the
language” to find out the true functions of different language forms. Crystal (1985) asserts the same point by defining
pragmatics as “the study of language from the point of view of its users, especially the choices they make, the constraints
they encounter in using language in social interaction and the effect their use of language has on other participants in
the act of communication”. Thus, conducting research into the speech behavior of NSs of different languages is
important not only for establishing descriptions of how NSs perform different acts in their day-to-day interaction, but
also for making use of this basic information for second language teaching.

Unfortunately, most speech act studies have been criticized for being ethnocentric, concentrating on English (Nelson
et al., 1996). The present study, however, is different because it attempts to contribute to an understanding of the
sociolinguistic rules of Egyptian Arabic as well as those of American English. Conducting research on Egyptian Arabic
speech acts is very important not only due to the lack of research on Arabic pragmatics (Nydell, 1996) but also due to the
great cultural differences that exist between the western societies and Middle Eastern ones (Brown, 2005) as well.

The literature associated with speech acts has also revealed that the perception of these acts differs according to the
society (Coulmas, 1981; Ferguson, 1981; Davies, 1987; Wierzbicka, 1991). Consequently, the way they are performed
differs as well. While advice giving, for example, is perceived as a sign of solidarity and establishing rapport in the
Korean society (Park, 2002; Byon, 2006), it could be perceived as a sign of intrusion and interference in the individualistic
American society (Ting-Toomey, 1999). Thus, it is apparent that the field of contrastive pragmatics needs more studies
contrasting different speech acts within different speech communities.

It should be mentioned at this point that this study is a “descriptive” rather than a “prescriptive” one. It is meant to
describe the speech act of advice giving as it is performed by the two subject groups under investigation. The study has
both a linguistic and a cultural focus. Linguistically, it aims at exploring the appropriate linguistic forms used to give and
to respond to advice in the two languages involved. Culturally, the intent of the study is to investigate how Americans
as well as Egyptians perceive and perform the speech act of advice giving in their L1. It is perhaps a good idea to remark
that the aim of this study is neither to make judgments about these cultures nor to compare them in terms of better or
worse. Rather it is an attempt to establish and reinforce the cultural and social identity of each group. This type of
knowledge does not only help us understand the social behavior of people from different cultural backgrounds but it
helps to sensitize learners of different languages as to how different acts could be performed as well.

2. Methodology
In an attempt to reach reliable results, this study combines two data collection instruments: A role play task, and
observation sheets to collect naturally occurring data.

2.1. Role play task

First, to collect semi-natural data, an oral role play task was used, consisting of 32 situations: 16 eliciting advice and 16
eliciting responses to advice (Appendices 1 and 2). Among the 16 situations, situations (1, 3, 4, 6, 7) were adapted from
Hinkel (1997), though some revisions were made to the original. Situations (2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16), on the
other hand, were either originated by the researcher or adapted from authentic advice-giving instances encountered by
the researcher or some of her friends.

2.2. Observation of naturally occurring data

Second, an observation sheet (Appendices 3A and 3B) was designed to collect naturally occurring data including
pieces of advice and responses when available.

2.3. Subjects

The subjects participating in this study were 80 (40 Americans and 40 Egyptians) graduate and undergraduate students
studying in the American University in Cairo (AUC) and Fayoum University. Forty Egyptians responded to the Arabic
version of the role play task and forty Americans to the English one. All the selected subjects were between the age of
20 to 35.

To analyze the act of advice giving in terms of components, the exchanges in the role play task and natural data were
analyzed as consisting of a sequence of semantic formulas. For example, if a respondent gave advice saying: “Hello
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professor, you look really tired. You should go home and get some rest”, this was coded as [greeting - assertive -
directive]. Responses to advice were coded in the same way. An example of a response for the previous advice was:
“Thanks for your concern, but really everything is ok. I just have a presentation tomorrow.” This was coded as:
[thanking + refusal + justification].

After analyzing each utterance in terms of components, the researcher did a frequency count of each component in
each instrument. Then these frequency counts were converted to percentages and assigned a relative rank in relation to
other components employed by each group (Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 for complete lists). However, it should be noted that
these components are not fixed templates; they might differ according to the social and linguistic context.

At this point it should be mentioned that the present study did not use any particular model in analyzing the data
obtained in terms of components. The analysis of the components of the speech act of advice giving and responses,
however, draws upon some of the criteria used in Burton (1980), Hatch (1992), and Salah-El-Din (2000).

3. Results
This section presents a quantitative and qualitative analyses of the data collected for the study. It reports the components
used by Egyptians and Americans in performing the speech act of advice giving and responses.

3.1. Components of the speech act

To specify the components of advice giving and responses in Egyptian Arabic and American English as L1 the situations
of the role play task as well as the natural data were analyzed separately along the following lines:

Speech act type (components).
Frequency of each component within each situation.
Order of these components.
Frequency of each component in all situations.

The most difficult problem that faced the researcher when analyzing the data is the fact that there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the illocutionary force and utterances. In other words, there are many ways in which the same
utterance can be labeled. To solve this problem both sequential context and linguistic context were employed to assign
utterance functions.

Analysis of the data collected revealed that before performing the act of advice giving, most subjects performed
other acts to prepare the hearer for the coming advice. Consequently, the components of the speech act of advice giving
were classified according to three different functions in the advice-giving sequence.

Pre-advice move(s): The action(s) performed before advice. It could be a statement and/or question used to inform the
hearer of an instant wish to say something.

Head act: The part(s) that serves to perform the advice independently from other elements.

Post advice move(s): The part(s) that follows the head act and justifies or concludes the advice.

Following is the analysis of the components of the speech act of advice giving and responses. It consists of two
main sections; the first reports the findings of the role play task, while the second reports the findings of the naturally
occurring data.

3.1.1. Role play task
In order to make the task more realistic, the subjects were instructed to role play the situations in pairs using a cassette
recorder to record their responses. Since it is an oral task, the role plays resulted in lengthy interactions in which there
were always a lot of negotiations by both subject groups (Appendix 4).

In order to identify the components of the speech act of advice giving and advice responses, all subject performance
on the role play task was analyzed and converted to moves. Then the frequency of each move (component) in all
situations was calculated, converted to percentages and assigned a relative rank in relation to other components
employed by each group (Tables 1 and 2).

Advice: In performing the speech act of advice giving both subject groups used numerous components, but generally
speaking the American role plays were longer than the Egyptian ones. Table 1 shows all the components employed by
Egyptians and Americans in the role play task.

Following are the most frequently employed components by each group (The parentheses indicate that the
components inside are less frequent).
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Table 1: Components of advice giving in the role-play situations

Egyptians Americans

Move Frequency of % within Relative Frequency of % within Relative
occurrences Egyptians  rank occurrences Americans rank

219
136

 45
4 4
3 6
2 2
2 2
1 5

1 2
1 2
1 1
1 0
1 0
8

7
7
5
4
3

Directive

Informative
Preface
Justification
Inquiry
Greeting
Exclamation

Assertive
Offer
Lack of intent to impede
Proverb
Compliment
Statement of fact

Religious expressions
Warn
Request
Sarcastic remark
Wish
Personal opinion

34.9%
21.6%

7.2%
7.0%
5.7%
3.5%
3.5%
2.3%

1.9%
1.9%
1.7%
1.6%
1.6%
1.3%

1.1%
1.1%
0.8%
0.6%
0.5%

1
2

3
4
5
6
6
8

9
9

1 1
1 2
1 2
1 4

1 5
1 5
1 7
1 8
1 9

168
185

4 7
2 9
5 3
2 6
7

3 2

1 7
3
2

1 7
6
0

4
0
2
3
7

27.6%
30.4%

7.7%
4.8%
8.7%
4.3%
1.6%
5.3%

2.8%
0.5%
0.3%
2.8%
1.0%
0.0%

0.7%
0.0%
0.3%
0.5%
1.6%

2
1

4
6
3
7

1 0
5

8
1 3
1 4
8

1 1
0

1 2
0

1 4
1 3
1 0

Pre-advice moves: The components used by subjects before giving advice differed according to the situation as well as
the relationship between interlocutors. However, the most commonly used strategies before advice include one or
several of the following:

Egyptians: greeting - preface - exclamation - (compliment) - (proverb/religious expressions).

Americans: greeting - preface - exclamation - compliment.

In the pre-advice moves, the two subject groups showed partial similarity in terms of the components used. For
example, both subject groups used greetings as an opening to the interaction especially in the situations in which the
interlocutors were socially distant such as situations #1 (Tired. Dep. Head), #6 (Tired Student), and #7 (Going to a far
repair shop). Moreover, Americans were found to use greetings (4.3%) slightly more frequently than Egyptians (3.5%).
However, in situations in which the interlocutors were socially close such as situations # 2 (Nosy son), and # 8 (Nosy
parent), greetings were not employed by both groups.

Moreover, the two subject groups showed similarity in using a preface before the advice proper statement. A preface
in the current study means a word, or a statement to attract attention or to indicate that the speaker has something to say.
Interestingly enough, prefaces happened to be employed by both subject groups with rather similar percentages
(Egyptians = 7.2% Americans = 7.7%). Following are examples of such prefaces. The first example is from the Arabic data
and the second from the English corpus. Phonetic transcription and translation follow each of the Arabic examples
presented below.

Example (1) - Egyptian Arabic

εala fikra
By the way...
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?ah— ib?a?u:1 lak

“I want to say...”

Sorry to interfere, but …

Example (2)- American English

I don’t mean to be nosy but…

Oh, John I have to tell you something…

I don’t want to interfere but …

Exclamations were also a frequent component in the data collected from the two subject groups. An exclamation
means a statement that shows astonishment and amazement. Both subject groups used exclamations directly before
stating the advice to indicate that there was a problem and to prepare the hearer for the coming advice. One difference
encountered, however, is that Egyptians used exclamations (3.5%) more frequently than Americans did (1.6%). Examples
of such exclamations are:

Example (3)- Egyptian Arabic

Carrying all these things and taking the metro!

Ba?a ma l?iti illa il?asb:ni tidrisuh

Haven’t you found anything but Spanish to study!

Example (4)- American English

Are you going to break your back just to save few dollars!

Oh that’s terrible!

Another difference is that while compliments (utterances in which the speaker usually expresses his admiration of a
person or something ) as a component were also frequent in the pre-advice sequence in the data collected from both
groups, Americans employed them slightly more (2.8%) than Egyptians (1.6%) did. Examples of compliments are:

Example (5)- Egyptian Arabic

εla fikra il gæ:kit da h— ilu ?awi bass ...

By the way, this jacket looks nice, but…

Example (6) - American English

• You look nice in this jacket, but...

• This jacket is really cute.

One more important difference is that while proverbs were sometimes used before stating the advice in the Arabic
corpus (1.7%), they were almost rare in the American one (0.3%). Moreover, it was noticed that while proverbs seemed
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to be used as a way of kidding in the American corpus, they were considered by Egyptians as popular sayings of wisdom
meant to convince the other party of compliance. Examples of proverbs are:

Example (7)- Egyptian Arabic

ja wæ:ldi: ba rduh ilεi:n matiεlæ:   εala ilh— æ:gib bass …

Literary “The eye will never become higher than the eyebrow”

man tadaxxal fi: ma la jaεni:h sæmiεa ma la jurd. i:h

Literary “He who interferes in others’ affairs, will face what may displease him”

Example (8)- American English

• Oh, John burning the midnight oil in the library!

Another important, though less frequent, component was that of religious expressions. Interestingly enough,
these expressions were unique to the Egyptian group (1.3%). This finding may shed some light on the role of these
expressions in communication among Egyptians, a phenomenon that needs investigation. Examples of religious
expressions are:

Example (9)- Egyptian Arabic

min h— usn islæ:m il-ma r? ta rkuh ma la jaεi:h

A good Muslim minds his own business.

Wa εasa ann takra hu: aj?an wa huwa xajran lakum

You might hate something and it is good for you.

Two reasons seem plausible for the use of such religious expressions in the advice sequence in Egyptian Arabic;
first, they are considered less direct forms of advice giving. Secondly, they help to minimize advice resistance as they are
convincing and difficult to refute.

Finally, it can be claimed that these strategies employed before advice might serve as face saving devices through
which the speaker checks the feasibility of compliance and establishes grounds for the coming advice. This is not to say
that all subjects of both groups employed such strategies before giving advice. Actually this was not the case because
in some situations, especially when the interlocutors were socially close, they started with the head act directly.

Head act: This is the part that serves to perform the advice independently from other parts and it is the most important
and the most difficult part to analyze. Actually there is no one fixed template to give advice in the two languages
involved simply because this act could be formulated in various ways as is seen in this section. Following are the most
frequent components used by each group to perform the head act. This is not to say that the head act should contain all
these components. Actually, subjects used one or several of the following moves.

Egyptians:
Informative + direct\indirect directive + inquiry + offer + (assertive) + justification.

Americans:

Informative + direct\indirect directive + inquiry + offer + assertive + justification.

Although both subject groups demonstrated a noticeable similarity along the variety of components they drew from,
they demonstrated difference along the frequency of occurrence of each component. For example, both subject groups
used informatives in the head act. An informative is usually a statement whose sole function is to provide information
and to smooth transition to the act of advice giving. Informatives, however, were more frequently used by Americans
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(30.4%) than by Egyptians (21.6%). This may be due to the fact that in many exchanges Americans tended to use
informatives only and leave the process of decision making to the advisee. Following are examples of informatives
identified in the data.

Example (10)- Egyptian Arabic

Ikkitæ:b da mawgu:d fi: ilmaktaba illi ganb ikullijja bisiεr ?arxas.  uwajja

They have this book at the store next to the college for a slightly lower price.

Ilmitro hajib?a zah— ma dilwa?ti

The metro will be overcrowded now.

Example (11)- American English

• Norwegian is a very difficult language.

• Nosiness is not a good thing. People would be offended.

An informative is usually followed by a directive which is an utterance in which the advisor usually tries to get the
advisee to do something. Directives, however, appeared in different forms according to the context of the situation. This
was evident in the data analysis as directives varied from direct directives (unmitigated ones that usually contain verbs
of necessity or obligation) to indirect directives (mitigated utterances in which there is no sense of obligation) such as
suggestions and recommendations. This finding supports Hatch s (1992) study that “all languages have directives, but
the variation in directive forms within a language must be sensitive to social constraints”.

Despite the fact that directives were the most frequently used component by both subject groups in the advice
sequence, Egyptians were found to employ them (34.9%) relatively more than Americans (27.6%) did. Examples of direct
directives are:

Example (12)- Egyptian Arabic

?ana ?ult mi:t ma rra  bælæ:tiku:n fudu:li maεa innæ:s læ:zim tiwd. aε  h—ad lifudu:la k da

Ive told you many times before not to be nosy. It is necessary that you stop being nosy.

Kifæ:ja ?u?l kida innaharda ?inta ?aklak taebæ:n ?awi wi ib?a kammil fi: ju:m tæ:ni

That is enough for today, you look really tired. If there is anything left, you can resume it tomorrow.

Example (13)- American English

• Mind your own business.

• Go home and get some rest. You shouldn t be here all the time.

Note that the above utterances reflect a strong illocutionary force. They are stated directly without hedges. Compare
with the following indirect directives:

Example (14)- Egyptian Arabic

Mithajja?li inn ittæksi ?a fd.a l li?ann ilmitro hajib?a zah— ma dilwa?ti

It seems to me that taking a cab will be better, the metro will be overcrowded now.
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?ana æjfak tiεibt ?awi inna ha rda  ilmafru:d. innak tistirajjh—  uwajja. Da gismak li:h εali:k h— a?

I see that you look really tired today. You should take some rest.

Example (15)- American English

• I think you need to go home and take a break.

• Hey wouldn t it be easier to take a taxi with all that stuff ?

Note that phrases like “I think…”, “wouldn t it be easier…” carry a counseling tone that mitigates the force of the
above directives.

Another component that both subject groups used is that of inquiry, which means a question whose function is to
request a linguistic response. Such inquiries were slightly more frequently used by Americans (8.7%) than by Egyptians
(5.7%).

Example (16)- Egyptian Arabic

Mæ:ssa? Ilxji:r ja dukto:r da h— a d.rita k ilwa?t ?it?a xxa r ?awi h—a d.rita k lissa ?uddæ:mak

kiti:r

Good evening professor. It „s too late. Will you stay here for much longer?

Example (17)- American English

• What s your interest in this particular language?

It is interesting, however, to note that both subject groups showed a general tendency to give advice masqueraded
in the form of an offer or a suggestion most probably to reduce the face threat implied in the act of advising. This was
particularly noticed in situation # 1 (Tired. Department Head), and # 5 (Carrying heavy things). Americans, however,
were found to resort to this strategy slightly more often (2.8%) than Egyptians did (1.9%).

Example (18)- Egyptian Arabic

Jæ:h ja dukto:r. h—a d. rita k aklak murha q ?awi fi: ?ajj musæε da ?a?d. a r ?a?addimha.

Oh professor, You look very tired can I help you?

Example (19)- American English

• I m going the same way and I want to take a taxi. Would you join me?

Assertives were another component used by both groups, though with different frequencies of occurrence. Assertives
in this study are statements in which the speaker usually coveys his belief, reports something that happened or asserts
the existence of a particular situation. Americans, however, were found to employ assertives (5.3%) more frequently than
Egyptians did (2.3%).

Example (20)- Egyptian Arabic

wa:d. i. h
—  nn h—a d.rita k taεbæ:n ?awi

You look really tired.

?ana bis.a ra :  h— a  uft ?s. h
— a :b ljja darasu ?asbæ:ni lækin mata alu: bi:h

In fact some of my friends have studied Spanish but they didn’t find a relevant job.

Example (21)- American English
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• I went there before and they really did a good job.

• I see you re working late this evening.

One more important component is that of justification or what Waring (2007) calls “accounts”. These are utterances
in which the advisor gives reasons for the advice. Justifications were employed by both subject groups either pre or
post giving the advice. Of special interest here is the fact that Egyptians gave justification for their advice (7.0%) more
than Americans did (4.8%). Following are examples of directives followed by justifications:

Example (22)- Egyptians Arabic

Matitiri: ikkitæ:b da min hina li?an ilmaktaba di ?asεa rha  alja

Don’t buy this book from this store; it’s expensive.

Ja ma:ma law samah— ti winnabi bala: tis?ali: innæ:s εan h— agæ:t tuxus. hum da ?aki:d

bijdaji?hum

Mum please don’t ask people about their belongings. They must be annoyed this way.

Example (23)- American English

• Hey I think you should take a cab (directive). You’ve got a lot of stuff there and it could be a problem on the metro
(justification).

• Listen son, you shouldn’t be so nosy (directive). It s not polite. (justification).

Post advice moves: This part usually comes at the end of the exchange, i.e., after acceptance or refusal of the advice. The
typical formulae to end the advice sequence in English were sentences like: “good bye” or “see you later”, which usually
indicate conversation closure. The same applies to the Arabic data in which the conversation ended with sentences like:

Example (24)- Egyptians Arabic

Sælæ:mu εali:kum
goodbye

?aj xadama:t

Is there any thing I can do for you?

In some exchanges, especially when advice is refused, the advisor ended his advice with a statement to indicate that
he does not intend to be intrusive. These statements were more frequent in the Arabic corpus (1.9%) than in the
American one (0.5%).

Example (25)-Egyptians Arabic

Eumu:man bira : h— tak illi tiεmiluh ?iεmiluh
Any way, do whatever you want.

Example (26)- American English

? It was just a suggestion.
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Responses to advice: There was no particular pattern that could be identified in responding to advice. The responses
varied from acceptance to refusal or even giving an indefinite reply. However, the most frequently used components
were:

Egyptians:

Acceptance/refusal/(rejection)/ (indefinite reply) + justification / explanation + ( thanking) + (blame)/ (reproach) +
(commissive).

Americans:

Acceptance/refusal/indefinite reply + justification/(explanation) + (blame) + thanking.

Table 2 shows all components used by Egyptians and Americans when responding to advice role play task

Table 2: Components of advice response in the role-play situations

Egyptians Americans

Move Frequency of % within Relative Frequency of % within Relative

occurrences Egyptians  rank occurrences Americans rank

133

100

8 4

5 3

2 4

1 5

1 5

1 2

9

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

5

2

Refusal

Justification

Acceptance

Explanation

Commissive

Indefinite reply

Directive

Reproach

rejection

Thank

Blame

Informative

Self defense

Lack of intent to impede

Exclamation

27.0%

20.3%

17.0%

10.0%

4.9%

3.0%

3.0%

2.4%

1.8%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.0%

0.4%

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

8

9

9

9

9

1 0

1 1

143

9 3

7 2

2 4

6

2 3

6

7

1

3 7

8

6

4

5

5

32.5%

21.1%

16.4%

5.5%

1.4%

5.2%

1.4%

1.6%

0.2%

8.4%

1.8%

1.4%

0.9%

1.1%

1.1%

1

2

3

5

9

6

9

8

1 2

4

7

9

1 1

1 0

1 0

In responding to advice, the study revealed that subjects had different options to choose from. The first and most
frequent response, however, was refusal of advice. A refusal is a word or statement to indicate that the speaker will not
comply and it was usually followed by a justification (accounts explaining why H prefers not to comply). Though
refusals as a component were the most frequently employed response by both groups, they were employed by Americans
(32.5%) slightly more than by Egyptians (27.0%). Interestingly enough justifications appeared in the Arabic corpus (20.3
%) with almost the same percentage as in the English one (21.1%).

Example (27) - Egyptian Arabic
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No, everybody studies English and French but very few people study Spanish, so I think it would be better.

Example (28) - American English

No, (refusal) I hate taxi drivers and the metro is cheaper (justification).

It should be noted at this point that in refusing advice, the majority of American subjects reassured (or accepted)
what the advisor stated saying “yes” then they gave their justification why they would not comply. This “yes, but …”
formula, or what Levinson (1983) calls “disagreement prefaced with token agreement”, is usually used to save face of
both H and S because it enables the advisee to refuse politely, while indicating that he/she is aware of what the advisor
said but s/he has his/her reasons not to comply. So there will be no superiority of the speaker over the hearer. In other
words, the advisee avoids performing an act which can be highly threatening to the advisor and also agrees with what
the speaker said indicating that it is right. For example,

Example (29)-American English

A: Wouldn’t it be better to study something that is a little easier and more useful like Spanish or French?

B: Yes, but (refusal) every body studies these languages and I like the idea of being unique (justification).

More interestingly, however, is that advice acceptance as a component happened to be employed by both groups
with almost the same percentage (Egyptians = 17.0%, Americans =16.4%). Acceptance in this study means a word or a
statement to indicate compliance or the intention to comply. It was sometimes followed by an explanation (a statement
explaining the situation and indicating why the speaker complied). Though advice acceptance was sometimes followed
by an explanation in Egyptian Arabic (10.0%), Americans were found to give explanations (5.5%) less frequently than
Egyptians did.

Example (30)- Egyptian Arabic

wa lla :hi εandak h— æ? ?ana mih— tæ:g ?as?al kuwajjis εan fura s. εamaluh ?abl ma?abda?

fi iddira : sa h

Yes, I think you’re right. I need to ask about the job opportunities before I start studying.

Example (31) -American English

• Yes, (acceptance) I really need to sit down and talk to him about this (explanation).

Thanks for your concern (thanking).

A less frequent response, however, was that of giving an indefinite reply. In an indefinite reply the speaker usually
produces utterances that indicate neither acceptance nor refusal. Though employed by both groups, indefinite replies
were relatively more frequent in the American data (5.2%) than in the Arabic corpus (3.0%).

Example (32) Egyptian Arabic

Actually, this is life.

Example (33) -American English

• I’m always a little bit tired with work (indefinite reply). Thanks for your concern. (thanking)

Although responses to advice were almost the same in basic content, differences could still be detected. For
example, thanking or appreciation (a statement in which the speaker expresses his gratitude or appreciation) was more
frequent in the English data (8.4%) than in the Arabic corpus (2.0%).e.g.
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Example (34)- American English

• I’ll think about that (indefinite reply) but thanks for your concern (thanking).

• Oh actually they don’t have this particular edition of the copy (justification). Thank you, I appreciate your concern
(thanking).

Moreover, it was noticed that Egyptians sometimes used expressions of gratitude in a sarcastic tone, e.g.,

Example (35)- Egyptian Arabic

I’ll think about your advice. Any way thanks for your concern.

Another difference is that in the case of acceptance, Egyptians sometimes committed themselves to complying
(4.9%) while most Americans did not (1.4%).

Example (36)- Egyptian Arabic

You ‘re right. I’ll buy it tomorrow.

really? I didn’t know that. I’ll wait.

More important is the use of advice “rejection” or what might be called sarcastic acceptance: A statement in which
the advisee indicates that he is fully aware of the advice. This component was more recurrent in the Arabic corpus (1.8%)
than in the English (0.2%) one.

Example (37)- Egyptian Arabic

yes , I really know this.

Don’t worry, I’m really aware of this.

The illocutionary force of these utterances is to tell the advisor not to show off superiority. In other words, they are
meant to show that the advisee is aware of what the advisor is saying and does not need the advice. The use of this
component on the part of Egyptian subjects could be explained in terms of what Triandis (1995) calls the different
characteristics of high and low-context cultures. In a high-context culture such as Arabic, people tend to put more
emphasis on the implicit rather than on the explicit. Thus, these utterances are usually left for the hearer to infer what the
speaker intended to say.
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Another act, that of blaming (statements meant to make the advice giver sorry for giving the advice) happened to be
employed by the two subject groups with almost the same percentage (Egyptians = 2.0%, Americans = 1.8%).

Example (38)- Egyptian Arabic

Why are you trying to disappoint me? May be I can manage.

Example (39)- American English

• It would be nice if you could be more supportive.

Closely related to the act of blaming is that of reproaching (Statements meant to offend the advice giver. They might
imply some kind of insult). Reproach as a component was particularly employed in situation #8 (nosy parents), which
indicates that it is unacceptable and even inappropriate to give advice to a parent especially on something personal.
Though employed by both groups, reproaching was more recurrent in the Arabic corpus (2.4%) than in the English one
(1.6%).

Example (40)- Egyptian Arabic

Oh great! So why don’t you come and tell me what I should say and how I should behave.

Example (41)- American English

Listen son. I know our neighbor very well and I know what I can ask about. Don’t tell me what to do.

These findings partially support Boxer’s (1993) study that advice giving is not only a common act in parent-children
interactions, but it is an act that may persist even after the children are adults and parents themselves. However, this
study suggests that advice giving is more tolerated when directed from parents to children and not vice versa.

3.1.2. Natural data

Contrary to expectations, spontaneously collected data were not as long as the role plays in the two languages involved.
Compared to the role play task, there were not many negotiations, the number of turns as well as the components were
fewer. This may be due to memory loss or that data collectors did not record everything. However, it should be noted that
naturally occurring advice giving in American English as L1 was the most difficult data to obtain. Consequently, the
amount of collected data in English as L1 was very small as compared to natural data in Arabic. For a list of the moves
identified in the naturally occurring advice giving in the two languages investigated as well as the frequency and
percentage of each component in each language (Table 3).

Analysis of naturally occurring data shows that the most frequent componenrts were one or several of the following:

Egyptians:

(Preface) + informative + directive + justification.

Americans:

Informative + justification + (directive).

The general tendency we may observe here on the basis of the small corpus obtained is that Egyptians tended to use
longer formulas than Americans did. The most frequently used component in Egyptian Arabic was that of directives
(23.8%). Other components identified were informative (19.0%), justification (19.0%), preface (7.1%) and greetings
(9.5%). Moreover, it is interesting to note that most of the directives used by the Egyptian group were in the imperative
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form. This, in turn, could be seen as an indication that advice giving is a socially accepted behavior in the Egyptian
society more than in it is the American society. As for Americans, the most commonly employed components were
informatives (31.3%), justifications (18.8%), directives (18.8%), and inquiries (12.5%).

These differences in the performance of the two groups are believed to be direct reflections of cultural differences.
To be more specific, while using directives in Egyptian Arabic reflects the tendency of Egyptians to consider advice as
an acceptable sign of helping others and maintaining solidarity, using informatives reflects importance that Americans
assign to freedom of action, and independence, i.e., leaving it up to the hearer to decide on their future course of action.
However, it should be admitted that the lack of an adequate amount of natural data in English hinders the generalizability
of results.

When responding to advice, most Egyptians either accepted the advice (35.7%) or gave an indefinite reply (21.4%).
Refusals, however, were not frequent in the Arabic natural data (13.3%). Table 4 shows the components used by
Egyptians and Americans when responding to advice in natural data.

Table 3: Components of advice giving in naturally occurring data

Egyptian Arabic American English

Move Frequency of % within Relative Frequency of % within Relative

occurrences Egyptians  rank occurrences Americans rank

1 0

8

 8

4

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Directive

Informative

Justification

Greeting

Preface

Warn

Exclamation

Statement of fact

Inquiry

Recommend

Sarcastic remark

Forewarn

23.8%

19.0%

19.0%

9.5%

7.1%

4.8%

4.8%

2.4%

2.4%

2.4%

2.4%

2.4%

1

2

2

4

5

6

6

8

8

8

8

8

3

5

3

0

1

1

1

0

2

0

0

0
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31.3%

18.8%

0.0%

6.3%

6.3%

6.3%

6.3%

0.0%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

2

1

2

0

5

5

5

5

0

4

0

0

Table 4: Components of advice response in naturally occurring data

Egyptians Americans

Move frequency of % within Relative frequency of % within Relative
occurrences Egyptians  rank occurrences Americans rank

Greeting

Preface

Informative

acceptance

refusal

justification

indefinite reply

thanking

2

0

0

5

2

2

3

0

13.3%
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0.0%
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13.3%
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0

0

1

3

3
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1

1

2

5

3
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2
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6.6%
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6.6%
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0

5

5

3

1

2

5

3
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It was also noticed that acceptance and indefinite reply were sometimes used in natural data just to close the
conversation especially between acquaintances, i.e., socially distant interlocutors. Following is an example of an indefinite
reply that appeared in the Arabic natural data

Example (48)- Egyptian Arabic

God willing: As for Americans, the most commonly employed components were refusal of advice (33.3%) and justification
(20.0%). Other components were employed but less frequently. For example, acceptance and thanking were used with
the same percentage (13.3%). It should be stressed, however, that the lack of adequate amount of natural data in
American English does not allow generalizability of results.

4. Summary of the analysis of the components
Analysis of the data obtained in the study revealed that very similar components were used by both groups when
performing the speech act of advice giving and response in their mother tongues. Following is a summary of the most
frequent components that were used by each group to perform the act of advice giving (The parentheses indicate that
the components so enclosed are less frequent).

Egyptians:

(Greeting) + (preface) + (proverb/religious expressions) + informative + directive + (inquiry) + (offer) + justification.

Americans:

(Greeting) + (preface) + (exclamation) + informative + directive + (inquiry) + (offer) + (assertive) + justification.

Though similarities are much more striking than differences in the components employed by the two groups to
perform the act of advice giving, differences do exist in the order and frequency of each component. For example,
offering as a component, though identified in the two languages, was more frequent in the English data than in the
Arabic corpus. Moreover, proverbs and religious expressions appeared in the Arabic corpus only, which suggests that
religion could be a fundamental motivating force in many aspects of the Egyptian culture. However, it should be noted
that both subject groups were similar in using informatives, directives and justifications (accounts) as three major
components in advice giving.

In terms of the number of components employed to perform this act, however, some differences were identified
dependent on the data collection method. For example, while role plays resulted in lengthy interactions and considerable
negotiations, natural data resulted in shorter interactions in which there were no such negotiations. Moreover, it should
be noted that the number of the components used to perform the act of advice giving ranged from one component in
some cases (mostly either an informative or a directive), to five or more different components in different situations.
Another important finding is that although directives constitute one major component in the act of advice giving,
sometimes several components constituted the act of advising without necessarily having a directive. For example, the
speech act of advice giving sometimes consisted of: preface + informative + inquiry + offer. In such a case, the addressee
had to infer the illocutionary force implied in the act performed. This was true in the two languages involved.

When responding to advice, on the other hand, several components seemed to be available (e.g., acceptance,
refusal, and rejection). These components, however, varied according to the situation, the relationship between
interlocutors, and the level of directness of the advice. Following are the most frequently employed components when
responding to advice.

Egyptians:

acceptance/refusal/rejection +justification / explanation + (thank) + blame + commissive.

Americans:

acceptance/refusal +justification / explanation +(blame) + thank.

Though components employed by both groups in response to advice seem to be relatively similar, some differences
were identified. For example, the component of “advice rejection” appeared in the Arabic corpus only. Moreover,
thanking as a component was more frequent in the American corpus (8.4%) than in the Arabic one (2.0%). However, it
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should be noted that whether advice is addressed directly or indirectly, both groups were in agreement that justifications
(accounts) represent one major component in the act of advice giving and response in the two languages involved. This
finding strongly agrees with Waring (2007) in that justifications or “accounts” are a major component in the advice
giving sequence especially in post advice sequence, as they show that the advice giver displays “a keen interest in the
recipient’s understanding, not just acceptance of the advice”. Equally important, however, the researcher believes, is
giving accounts when refusing a piece of advice because it helps to avoid any misunderstandings and saves the face of
both parties.

To sum up, it should be noted that not all of the above-mentioned components of the act of advice giving and
response were present in every encounter. Actually, “conversation is not a structural product in the same way a
sentence is—it is rather the outcome of the interaction of two or more independent, goal directed individuals with often
divergent interests” (Levinson, 1983). That is to why the identified components actually differed according to the social
and linguistic context. Accordingly, these components are treated as a template rather than a complete description of the
act of advice giving, and this template is subject to disorder, addition, and omission in actual advice giving encounters.
These findings lend support to those of DeCapua and Huber (1993), and DeCapua and Dunham (1995) that native
speakers of American English rarely use specific forms in giving advice. Instead, they found that in American English,
native speakers use a variety of different discourse strategies, and that very often advice is embedded in larger narrative
contexts.

Interestingly enough, however, and unlike other performative verbs such as “promise”, “thank”, and “complain”,
the verb “advise” was never used performatively in the English data. No one used the formula “I advise you…”; all
American subjects used non-performative utterances to perform this act. However, its counterpart in Arabic namely,
“  ” was used three times in the Arabic corpus. This could be an indication that while the verb “advise” could
be used performatively in Arabic, it might sound odd if used performatively in English. This may be because the speech
act of “advice giving” may imply some kind of showing off superiority which is against the values of American society
that stresses independence and individualism. However, using this verb performatively in the Egyptian society shows
how Egyptians probably see this act from a different angle. In other words, it reflects that advice giving is tolerated and
even welcomed in the Egyptian society to establish and maintain some kind of rapport as showing care and interest in
each others’ well being.

These findings do not only lend support to Wierzbicka’s (1985) claim that advice is formulated tentatively in English
and that the verb advise “is seldom used performatively in ordinary speech: the phrase I advise you sounds very stiff
and formal”, but they reveal that such a claim applies to advice giving in Arabic as well. The findings of the study also
supports earlier research findings that while speech acts themselves are universal, the socio-pragmatic rules or norms
governing the performance of these acts vary among cultures and languages (Cohen and Olshtain, 1993; Eisenstein and
Bodman, 1993; Matsumura, 2001; Felix-Brasdefer, 2004).

Moreover, it was observed that numerous strategies were used by both groups to soften the face threat implied
either in the act of advice giving or in advice response. Following is a list of the most salient strategies employed by each
group to reduce the face threat implied in the act of advice giving and response. The most frequently employed
strategies by the American group were:

• Using words and phrases like: I believe, I think, I’m wondering, kind of, may be, possibly, perhaps, try, to be honest.

• Making suggestions and even offers instead of giving advice.

• Giving accounts/justifications for the advice.

• Providing accounts/justifications why not to comply.

Similar strategies were used by Egyptians to reduce face threat when giving and responding to advice in Egyptian
Arabic. Following are the most commonly employed ones.

• Using words and phrases like

• Using interrogatives and consultative devices like
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• Giving lengthy explanations and accounts.

• Using proverbs, religious expressions and even some verses from the Holy Qur’an to show politeness and sincerity.

Overall, the two subject groups can be claimed to have used remarkably similar strategies to soften either advice or
response. Egyptians, however, were unique in using religious expressions and proverbs which show sincerity and serve
as a face saving device.

Although it was not the focus of our study, the relationship between politeness and directness is extremely important.
The results of the study support previous research (Brown and Levinson, 1987; El-Shafey, 1990) that there is a positive
correlation between the degree of politeness and that of indirectness. Additionally it was found that Egyptians used
other means than indirectness to express politeness. They used proverbs, religious expressions and some Qur’anic
verses. The function of these strategies is to reinforce the advice, reduce the amount of face threat and to save face of
both parties. These results are consistent with Gabr (1990) and El-Shazly (1993) who identified similar strategies when
performing the acts of requesting and thanking respectively.

Finally it can be concluded that the findings of the study supports the stereotypical description of Americans as
being more individualistic, and independent (Ting-Toomey, 1999; Yasuhiko 2001, 2001a, and 2001b) than Egyptians.
Besides, they also support the stereotypical description of Arabs in general and Egyptians in particular as being
collectivist and group oriented (Hofstede, 1991; Triandis, 1995; and Ting-Toomey, 1999).
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Appendix 2A

Role Play

Nationality :…………………

Gender:…………………….. Age:…………………………

Education: High School University Education M.A. / PH.D.

Look at the following situations and respond to them as you would if you found yourself in the same/similar ones.
If you wouldn’t say any thing, please tell us why you wouldn’t say anything. Your participation is very much
appreciated.

1. You are an undergraduate student and you see your department head working in the library very late in the
evening. Your department head looks very tired. You think that he should take some rest. How would you
advise him/her? If not, why not?

2. You are the father of a twenty - year- old son who is very nosy. While you and your son were going home, you
met one of your neighbors carrying a beautifully wrapped box. After greeting your neighbor, your son asked
him what was inside that box and for whom he brought it. You believe that being nosy is a very bad habit. How
would you advise him? If not, why not?

3. One of your close friends is considering studying the Norwegian language. You’ve heard that Norwegian is a
really difficult language and with limited use. So you think that it is better for your friend to study any other
language such as English or French because they are a lot easier and of more practical use. How would you
advise him/her? If not, why not?

4. You see one of your distant acquaintances in a bookstore. He is considering buying an expensive book.
However, you know another store that sells it at a lower price. How would you advise him/her? If not, why not?

5. Your life long friend is going home, carrying a lot of heavy things. You know that your friend’s house is so far,
however he mentioned something about going home by the metro. You think that it is better for him to take a
taxi rather than trying to save money. How would you advise him/her? If not, why not?

6. You are the department head. You see one of your undergraduate students working in the library very late in
the evening and looking really tired. You think that he needs to take some rest. How would you advise him/her?
If not, why not?

7. One of your distant acquaintances is thinking of taking his car to a repair shop downtown because he does not
know a nearer one. However, you know of a closer shop on the corner where you have taken your car. How
would you advise him/her? If not, why not?

8. You are a twenty -year- old son. Your father is a very nosy person. While you and your father were going home,
you met one of your neighbors carrying a beautifully wrapped box. After greeting your neighbor, your father
asked him what was inside that box and for whom he brought it. You believe that being nosy is a very bad habit.
How would you advise your father? If not, why not?

9. You are the department head. One of your undergraduate students is very fat. You meet him in the cafeteria and
you notice that he eats a lot of fat food and sweets. You think that he should avoid eating sweets. How would
you advise him/her? If not, why not?

10. You are in a department store where you meet your manager, who is very friendly. The manager is going to buy
an expensive jacket. However you know that the sale starts tomorrow. How would you advise him/her? If not,
why not?

11. You see one of your close friends working at his office very late in the evening and looking really tired. You
think that he should take some rest. How would you advise him/her? If not, why not?

12.  You are an undergraduate student. Your department head is very fat. You meet him in the cafeteria and you
notice that he eats a lot of fat food and sweets. You think that he should avoid eating sweets. How would you
advise him/her? If not, why not?
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13. You are a very friendly manager. You and one of your employees are in a department store; your employee is
considering buying an expensive jacket. You know that the sale season starts tomorrow. How would you advise
him? If not, why not?

14. One of your distant acquaintances deserves to be promoted this year. Unfortunately, instead of promoting him,
the manager promoted someone else who does not deserve the promotion. You ask your acquaintance if he was
going to file a grievance to get the promotion, he says that he can do nothing about it . You think that he has a
very passive and weak character. How would you advise him/her? If not, why not?

15. One of your close friends always fails in mathematics and scientific courses. However, he told you that he wants
to study computer science. You think that its better for him to study an easier branch like commerce or literature
because he is not such an intelligent person to study computer science. How would you advise him/ her? If not,
why not?

16. One of your distant acquaintances does not really care about his appearance. You noticed that his clothes
always need ironing. You know that he is going to apply for a new job, so you think that he should take care of
his appearance. How would you advise him/ her? If not, why not?

Thanks for your co-operation .If you have any comments, please write them down.

Comments:
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Nationality :…………………………

Gender:……………………………… Age:………………………………….

Education: High School                                       University Education                                               M.A /PH.D.

Look at the following situations and respond to them as you would if you found yourself in the same/similar ones.
Your participation is very much appreciated.

1. You are the department head. One of your undergraduate students saw you working in the library very late in the
evening and looking tired. Listen to what your student would say, then produce a suitable reply.

2. You are a twenty -year-old son and you are a very nosy person. While you and your father were going home,
you met one of your neighbors carrying a beautifully wrapped box. After greeting your neighbor, you asked him
what was inside that box and for whom brought it. Listen to what your father would say, then produce a suitable
reply.

3. You told one of your close friends that you are considering studying the Norwegian language. Listen to what
your friend would say, then produce a suitable reply.

4. You meet one of your distant acquaintances in a bookstore. You are considering buying an expensive book.
Listen to what he would say then produce a suitable reply.

5. You are going home and carrying a lot of heavy things. Your house is so far. You tell your life long friend that you
will go home by the metro. Listen to what your friend would say, then produce a suitable reply.

6. You are an undergraduate student. Your department head saw you working in the library very late in the evening
and looking tired. Listen to what your department head would say, then produce a suitable reply.

7. You told one of your distant acquaintances that you are thinking of taking your car to a repair shop downtown,
because you do not know a nearer one. Listen to what s/he would say, then produce a suitable reply.

8. You are a father of a twenty-year- old son and you are a very nosy person. While you and your son were going
home, you met one of your neighbors carrying a beautifully wrapped box. After greeting your neighbor, you
asked him what was inside that box and for whom brought it. Listen to what your son would say, then produce
a suitable reply.

9. You are an undergraduate student and you are very fat. As you are eating a lot of fat food and sweets in the
cafeteria, your department head sees you. Listen to what he would say, then produce a suitable reply.

10. You are a very friendly manager. You meet one of your employees at a department store. You are considering
buying an expensive jacket. Listen to what your employee would say, then produce a suitable reply.

11. You are working in your office very late in the evening and looking tired. One of your close friends sees you.
Listen to what s/he would say, then produce a suitable reply.

12. You are the department head. Actually you are a very fat person, however you cannot help eating sweets. As
you are eating a lot of fat food and sweets in the cafeteria, one of your undergraduate students sees you. Listen
to what s/he would say, then produce a suitable reply.

13. Your manager is a very friendly person. You see him at a department store. You are considering buying an
expensive jacket. Listen to what s/he would say, then produce a suitable reply.

14. You deserve a promotion this year. The manager, however, has promoted some one else who does not deserve
the promotion. You meet one of your distant acquaintances who asks you about the promotion and you tell him
that there is nothing you can do about it. Listen to what s/he would say, then produce a suitable reply.

15. You always fail in mathematics and scientific courses. However, you decided to study computer science. Listen
to what your close friend would say, then produce a suitable reply.
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16. You tell one of your distant acquaintances that you are going to apply for a new job. Listen to what he would
say, then produce a suitable reply.

Thanks for your co-operation . If you have any comments, please write them down.

Comments:

Appendix 2B (Cont.)
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Cite this article as: Hala Rashed Hosni (2021). Components of advice giving and responses in Egyptian
Arabic and American English. International Journal of Languages and Culture. 1(1), 42-78. doi:10.51483/
IJLC.1.1.2021.42-78.
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